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The Aftermath Trailer
If you thought having a threesome could wreak havoc on a relationship, Monica from My Woman His
Wife is back to show you why even the mere thought of a menage a trios with your spouse and an
outsider should never enter your imagination.
It's been three months since the Cinque household has been turned upside down by a sexual tryst gone
terribly wrong. Although Jasmine and James are making moves to put their broken home and broken
hearts back together, past lies and a lack of trust make it almost impossible to salvage what once was
sacred. It's even harder when with a conniving woman like Monica throwing salt in the wounds from the
sidelines because she still hasn't gotten what she wants.
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The Aftermath Rotten Tomatoes
Old family secrets are revealed and half truths are exposed as marriage vows are put to the test, painful
memories are relived, and revenge is at the top of everyone's list. Drama, betrayal, and lust are all
found on the pages of The Aftermath- when once just isn't enough.
Great series..and the drama,the triangle and twist continues in this interesting threesome...recommend
but you have to read 'My Woman His Wife' first to know the whole story..(paperback!)
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The Aftermath Review
This review has been hidden because it contains spoilers. To view it,

click here.

This book wasn't nearly as good as the original, My woman His wife. The scenes in the book
were juicy but they had a lot of extra stuff that I wasn't too concerned about and seemed irrelevant.
Such as the character Carlos and Monica's sister YoYo. I practically skipped through their scenes
because it was so stupid. The book went on like something really big was going to happen to Monica
and at the end I was like, "that's it?" I was upset with one of the main characters Jasmine b/c you would
thin

This book wasn't nearly as good as the original, My woman His wife. The scenes in the book were

juicy but they had a lot of extra stuff that I wasn't too concerned about and seemed irrelevant. Such as
the character Carlos and Monica's sister YoYo. I practically skipped through their scenes because it was
so stupid. The book went on like something really big was going to happen to Monica and at the end I
was like, "that's it?" I was upset with one of the main characters Jasmine b/c you would think after
catching her husband getting it on with another woman, on their kitchen table, while their kids were
asleep upstairs, and with no protection, she wouldn't have taken him back. She did and it turned me off
from the book. Then after all the havoc Monica caused on their marriage Jasmine still continued to sleep
with her! It leaves a lot of things unanswered from the first book but I would still recommend anyone
that has read the first book to read it. It gives somewhat of a closure but still leaves the book open
ended.

...more

Monica goes at it again. But, this time around The Aftermath let us readers in on Monica's pass. I was
feeling a little bit sorry for her due to how she had to live with her uncle that was having sex with her.
Monica was on a roll to braking up Jazz and James. Jazz and James worked hard on getting there family
back together again but, before they got back together they did there last 3somes with other people.
Tanya wasn't still too happy with what Monica did to her so she sat out to get back at Mo
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at it again. But, this time around The Aftermath let us readers in on Monica's pass. I was feeling a little
bit sorry for her due to how she had to live with her uncle that was having sex with her.
Monica was on a roll to braking up Jazz and James. Jazz and James worked hard on getting there family
back together again but, before they got back together they did there last 3somes with other people.
Tanya wasn't still too happy with what Monica did to her so she sat out to get back at Monica any way
she could. Also Carlos he was Rico's side man also wanted some information about Monica and wonder
if she had something to do with Rico ending up in jail.
Monica still up to her old tricks set out at the end to end Jazz and James marriage anyway she could by
even telling Jazz secret that James didn't know. But, they still working it out after Monica decided to pick
up and leave.
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What I don't get is that the book closed without closure of some other people that I still wanted answers
to so make me wonder if there will be a part 3 to this aftermath.
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The Aftermath Book
â€œThe Aftermath is about what happens in the lives of James, Jasmine, and Monica after My Woman,
His Wife ended.â€•
â€œIâ€™m split on this book. This book almost seemed like a prequel instead of sequel to â€œMy
Woman, His Wife.â€• It made me like Monica more because I identified with her character and why she
was the way she was. I actually felt bad that she never got Jasmine, but at least they kept getting
together.
I was also glad that Monica moved away from there with her sister. She went through too much
â€œThe Aftermath is about what happens in the lives of James, Jasmine, and Monica after My Woman,
His Wife ended.â€•
â€œIâ€™m split on this book. This book almost seemed like a prequel instead of sequel to â€œMy
Woman, His Wife.â€• It made me like Monica more because I identified with her character and why she
was the way she was. I actually felt bad that she never got Jasmine, but at least they kept getting
together.
I was also glad that Monica moved away from there with her sister. She went through too much pain.
She deserved a fresh start. I was sad she gave up her baby, but it wasnâ€™t conceived in love. She
didnâ€™t even want the baby!
However, this book didnâ€™t have enough lesbian sex for me. It was too much straight sex. And the
plot became more and more confusing and too many loose ends were occurring. What happened with
Sheila? What happened with that tape Monica had? What did Jasmine think about the tape? Were those
twins really Jamesâ€™ children? Did Jasmine ever find out about the strippers? How did that guy REALLY
die? Does Monica ever find happiness with a deserving Queen? Monica had a brother?!?
The book was interesting readâ€¦Iâ€™m still undecided if it was good or bad.â€•
...more
This book is soooo good. Very interesting and definetely a page turner! That Monica was something
serios.literally lol! She was all over the place.
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The Aftermath Showtimes
Excellent book , I kinda wanted something bad to happen monica but I guessed she had enough bad
happen to her. Still a great book tho!!
"The Aftermath is about what happens in the lives of James, Jasmine, and Monica after My Woman, His
Wife ended."
â€œI'm split on this book. This book almost seemed like a prequel instead of sequel to "My Woman, His
Wife." It made me like Monica more because I identified with her character and why she was the way
she was. I actually felt bad that she never got Jasmine, but at least they kept getting together.
I was also glad that Monica moved away from there with her sister. She went through too much
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Aftermath is about what happens in the lives of James, Jasmine, and Monica after My Woman, His Wife
ended."
â€œI'm split on this book. This book almost seemed like a prequel instead of sequel to "My Woman, His
Wife." It made me like Monica more because I identified with her character and why she was the way
she was. I actually felt bad that she never got Jasmine, but at least they kept getting together.
I was also glad that Monica moved away from there with her sister. She went through too much pain.
She deserved a fresh start. I was sad she gave up her baby, but it wasn't conceived in love. She didn't
even want the baby!
However, this book didn't have enough lesbian sex for me. It was too much straight sex. And the plot
became more and more confusing and too many loose ends were occurring. What happened with
Sheila? What happened with that tape Monica had? What did Jasmine think about the tape? Were those
twins really James' children? Did Jasmine ever find out about the strippers? How did that guy REALLY
die? Does Monica ever find happiness with a deserving Queen? Monica had a brother?!?
The book was interesting read...I'm still undecided if it was good or bad."
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The Aftermath Film
I alternated between a four star and five star rating for this. I really, really enoyed this book. I'd most
definitely go back for a third. I was intriques with Monica to the fullest and while there were a few
situations that just seemed like they could have been made a little more realistic I still thoroughly loved
reading every chapter. I knew I wouldn't be dissappointed since Anna J. is the author after all. I'm hoping
a third with these same characters comes out because I'll be getting it ri
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star and five star rating for this. I really, really enoyed this book. I'd most definitely go back for a third. I
was intriques with Monica to the fullest and while there were a few situations that just seemed like they
could have been made a little more realistic I still thoroughly loved reading every chapter. I knew I
wouldn't be dissappointed since Anna J. is the author after all. I'm hoping a third with these same
characters comes out because I'll be getting it right away. I'd have to suggest reading My Woman, His
Wife first. She does include a brief recap of the first book in the beginning of this one so you could
technically read this one alone. I wouldn't have enjoyed it the way I did though, without knowing, in
detail, everything that happened beforehand.

...more

Monica, James, Jasmine, and Sheila are all up to their old tricks. Lying, cheating while trying to one up
each other. The stakes are raised when Monica and Jasmine find out they are pregnant. Sheila hooks up
with Tanya and the plot to get back at Monica but who knows of their plan will work out. The
sexcapades are all in the beginning while revenge plans are worked out in the end. I rushed to read this
book after completing the first part of the story in My Woman His Wifeâ€¦again I felt the end wa
Monica, James, Jasmine, and Sheila are all up to their old tricks. Lying, cheating while trying to one up
each other. The stakes are raised when Monica and Jasmine find out they are pregnant. Sheila hooks up
with Tanya and the plot to get back at Monica but who knows of their plan will work out. The
sexcapades are all in the beginning while revenge plans are worked out in the end. I rushed to read this
book after completing the first part of the story in My Woman His Wifeâ€¦again I felt the end was
rushed but neatly packaged.
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The Aftermath Cast
After reading the smoking hot, 5 star "My Woman His Wife" it feels damn good to be reacquainted with
Monica, Jasmine and James. Anna J. doesn't disappoint as she continues to paint a vivid picture of
drama, betrayal, hot steamy sex and more drama. Pregnant and all, Monica remains up in the game
reeling in a few new characters to give us that added twist. However, I will say I was slightly
disappointed in the ending which swayed my rating from a 5 to a 4. Nevertheless, Anna J. has a
creativity th

After reading the smoking hot, 5 star "My Woman His Wife" it feels damn good to be

reacquainted with Monica, Jasmine and James. Anna J. doesn't disappoint as she continues to paint a
vivid picture of drama, betrayal, hot steamy sex and more drama. Pregnant and all, Monica remains up
in the game reeling in a few new characters to give us that added twist. However, I will say I was slightly
disappointed in the ending which swayed my rating from a 5 to a 4. Nevertheless, Anna J. has a
creativity that keeps me longing for more!!!!

...more

When I saw this in the library it looked good and I decided to give it try. I don't normally read erotica and
this book had several erotic and sexually charged scenes. The only reason I gave it a two stars was just
do the fact I didn't realize it was a follow-up to one of Ms.J's earlier novels My Woman His Wife.
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The Aftermath Imdb
The follow-up novel The Aftermath picks up right at the end of the drama of the My Woman His Wife.
The story provides a closure for some of the stories main characters, but it still leaves the door open for
the possibility of an additional novel in this collection one day. Anna J creates this book in a detail point
of view from all the main characters. Its a nice read, but I must say... There is only one... My Woman His
Wife :-)
Aftermath
Although there was a lot going on in this sequel, not as much emphasis was placed on James &amp; Jazz
who were key characters in My Woman, His Wife. I thought great detail was given to Monica's younger
years &amp; what led her to become a deranged nut &amp; her actions towards others. The additional
characters did bring some excitement to the storyline &amp; made this a good read.
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The Aftermath Plot
The book the aftermath is the second part of the book My Woman His Wife By Anna J. I would say
honestly the first book is better but this book is also good. When I was reading this book it cleared up
alot of confusion I had about the first book. So if you do chose to read it let me know what you think.
A contiuation thank goodness I did not have to wait in anticipation. Again I stumbled across this one in
my library search...this time while I was at Copley Libray Central Branch in MA. My goodness you would
not believe how Part II develops and ultimately ends. More eroticism and scandal. I read this in 3 days it
was a little shorter than Part I's "His Wife, My Woman".
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